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Book
Author’s Last name, A. A. (Publication year). Title of book. Publisher Location: Publisher name.

Example:

Book Chapter or Entry in a Reference Book
Author’s Last name, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Publication year). Title of chapter or entry. In Editor’s First initial. Last name (Ed.), Title of Book (pp. xx-xx). Publisher Location: Publisher name.

Example:

Encyclopedia or Dictionary Entry with no Author
Title of entry. (Publication year). In Editor’s First initial. Last name (Ed.). Title of work (xx ed., Vol. xx, pp. xx-xx). Publisher Location: Publisher name.

[Skip editor if there is none.]

Example:

Scholarly Journal and Magazine Articles
Author’s lastname, A. A. (Publication year). Title of the article. Title of periodical, volume(issue number), pages cited.

[Add issue number only if each issue begins on page 1.]

Example:

Periodical Article with Two or Three Authors
Author’s lastname, A. A., & Author’s lastname, B. B. (Publication year). Title of the article. Name of Journal, volume(issue), pages cited xx-xx.

Example:

Periodical Article Online
Author’s Last name, A. A. (Publication date). Title of article. Title of periodical, volume(issue number). Retrieved from web address
Example:

Newspaper Article
Author’s Last name, A. A. (Publication year, month day). Title of article. *Name of Magazine or Newspaper*, volume, pp. xx-xx.

Example:

Note 1: If the periodical is published once every two weeks or more frequently, give the publication date as (year, month day); if it is published monthly or less frequently, give the month (or other designation) and year.

Note 2: If an article runs on successive pages from beginning to end, give the beginning and ending pages; if not, give all of the page numbers and separate the numbers with a comma.

ERIC Documents
Last name, A. A. (Publication date). *Title of ERIC Report*. Retrieved from ERIC database. (EDNumber)

Example:

World Wide Web
Author Last name, A. (Date of page creation or last revision). *Title of Web Site*. Retrieved from http://insert.web.address.here

Example:

Gale Criticism Collections (Short Story Criticism, CLC, TCLC, etc.)
Author’s Last Name, Initials. (Publication Date of Secondary Source). Title of article or chapter. In Editor’s Initials. Editor’s Last Name (Ed.), *Title of secondary source* (Volume and page numbers). Publication information. (Reprinted from *Original Source Title*, volume # and pages)

Example: